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Abstract 

 

Lexical diversity models in children have been identified as an important component of 

language development (NICHD, 2000) (Snow, Quiroz, & Zhao, 2010). In spite of this, few 

studies address the influence of siblings, considered to be “distinct and significant resources” of 

language input (Kibler, Valdes, & Walqui, 2014), on lexical diversity development. This case 

study examines literacy and play practices between school-age, English language learner sibling 

dyads. It is unclear if there are differences in levels of lexical diversity between siblings in play-

based versus literacy-based settings and what facilitates this lexical diversity in various 

scenarios. Audio recordings were collected during a local Migrant Education Program in the 

summer and analyzed through the Systematic Analysis of Language Transcripts program 

(SALT). The results show that the sibling pairs had slightly higher overall oral language 

performance in a literacy-based setting rather than a play-based setting. 

Keywords: siblings, lexical diversity, vocabulary, English-language learner 
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Lexical Diversity between Play-Based and Literacy-Based Activities in ELL Sibling Pairs 

 

The National Reading Panel (NICHD, 2000) recognized vocabulary to be one of the five 

main components of reading. Biemiller & Boote (2005, p. 223) stated that, “Teaching vocabulary 

will not guarantee success in reading, just as learning words will not guarantee success in 

reading. However, lacking either adequate word identification skills or adequate vocabulary 

skills will ensure failure.” Vocabulary is crucial to literacy and plays an important role in the 

basic functions of communication. Previous exploration of the correlation between vocabulary 

knowledge and literacy has revealed that “vocabulary is one of the basic building blocks of 

language and literacy acquisition (Snow, Quiroz, & Zhao, 2010, p. 3).” 

Research has shown that a solid vocabulary foundation must be built in order for a child 

to later succeed in literacy, including word-level reading and reading comprehension. 

Vocabulary is a significant indicator of a child’s literacy capabilities in later stages of life (Snow, 

Burns, & Griffin, 1998). Paul Meara stated that, “the study of vocabulary acquisition is an area 

where the sort of research work out that has been carried out is far from satisfactory, and where a 

large number of questions still remain to be answered” (p. 19).  

Moreover, studies have also discovered that there is a link between lexical knowledge 

and spoken fluency in an individual's second language (L2). Researchers, scholars, and 

beneficiaries have suggested that it is imperative for students that are acquiring an L2 to establish 

a diverse and abundant vocabulary in the L2 for optimal feat in the language (Hilton, 2008).  

Over the last 30 years, there has been an increase in research on vocabulary development 

of Spanish-English bilinguals. There has also been research on how Spanish-English bilingual’s 

literacy abilities contribute to their development and the impact that play-based and literacy-

based activities have on their child’s development. It is important to research the relationships 
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between these topics due to the increasing population of English language learners (ELL) that 

struggle with reading and therefore, have poor performance throughout all areas of study. 

Researchers have not completely determined why Spanish-English bilinguals struggle with 

reading. Although, additional research is vital to better understand the influence of these three 

factors in order for professionals such as teachers, speech-language pathologists, and reading 

experts to better help children that struggle with language acquisition. 

There is little prior information comparing lexical diversity levels of ELL siblings and 

how they perform in various settings. Lexical diversity and lexical density are used somewhat 

interchangeably throughout this study. Lexical diversity is used as a broad umbrella term for 

overall vocabulary development while lexical density was used as the actual calculation. The 

calculations are described in the method section of the article. An intriguing dynamic is the 

condition of how the oldest sibling learns and develops language and vocabulary without the 

influence of a sibling. Research has shown that first-born children are exposed to a wider array 

of adult language and that older siblings serve as a “model” for their younger siblings and a good 

resource for language exposure (Yip & Mathews, 2007; Wang 2008). This is related to the 

amount of parent-child interface to which the first-born child is exposed to. Later-born children 

tend to have more contact with the older siblings, especially in play-based settings and acquire 

many aspects of language development from them. This is an example of modeling which 

demonstrates how sibling pairs acquire language skills. It can be expected that a child’s level of 

proficiency in these skills depend on the input from parent, child, and sibling interactions 

(Nelson, 1981; Tomasello & Mannle, 1985).  

ELLs often come into the school system with a disadvantage because their experience in 

the L2 is limited. However, it has been found that native speakers of Spanish may have an 
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advantage over those that acquire English as an L2 from other native languages. This is because 

the Spanish vocabulary has numerous cognates similar to the English vocabulary. Thus, it is 

often easier for a native Spanish speaker to learn meanings of English words direct instruction 

and even with fast mapping. Cognates are words in two languages that have similar meaning, 

spelling, and pronunciation (“Cognates to Develop Comprehension”, 2010). For example, the 

word “volleyball” in English is “voleibol” in the Spanish language. Fast mapping is 

predominantly how children learn new vocabulary in their environment. It is the ability to map 

words to known referents (Vlach and Sandhofer, 2012). Phonetically similar cognates in Spanish 

and English promote a close link with conceptual knowledge, giving native Spanish speakers an 

advantage over their ELL counterparts, such as speakers of other languages like Mandarin. 

Limited research has been conducted on Spanish-English bilinguals and how sibling pair 

interactions stimulate vocabulary and surfacing literacy proficiencies. This is why it necessary to 

enhance our knowledge on the relationship between literacy skills and vocabulary knowledge in 

sibling pairs.  

Research Questions 

The purpose of this research is to determine how vocabulary in ELL sibling pairs differs 

in play-based and literacy-based activities. I hypothesized that there would be a relationship 

between English-language learner sibling pairs amount of interaction with each other and their 

lexical diversity in the L2. I hypothesized that during the literacy-based activity, there would be 

higher levels of English productivity and use while in the play-based activity, there would be 

higher levels of Spanish productivity. The information collected and analyzed in this study will 

be used to answer the following question:  
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• Are there differences in ELL sibling pair’s levels of oral lexical density across 

play-based and literacy-based activities?  

 

 

 

METHOD 

Participants 

Participants for this study were recruited through the summer Migrant Education program 

in Leon County, Florida in collaboration with graduate students from Florida State University. 

The selection of these participants was determined through the following inclusion criteria: (1) 

written consent by the parent to participate in research, (2) age and grade of the participant, and 

(3) confirmation that both children in the sibling pair were bilingual. Exclusion criteria for this 

study included monolingual children, children that were not English-language learners, children 

that did not have a sibling in the summer program, and children from non-Hispanic linguistic 

backgrounds. The Migrant Education Program staff assisted in confirming participant eligibility 

for the study. The participants ranged from 5-12 years of age. Two dyads were selected for 

observation in this study. 

Dyad 1 Age: 7, female. 9, male. 

Dyad 2 Age: 6, female. 8, female. 

Materials and Procedure 

The two sibling pairs were placed in a classroom setting with a researcher who recorded 

audio on an iPhone. The researcher was provided with a script to use during the data collection 

sessions. The script was short and concise; it consisted of direct instruction to play or read. 
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During the literacy-based setting, the sibling pairs were offered three books and had access to all 

three books during the observation. The three books were: (1) Goodnight, Panda: ¡Buenas 

noches Panda! : Babl Children's Books in Spanish and English (Spanish Edition, (2) Pancakes 

for Breakfast by Tomie dePaola, and (3) Highlights Magazine, ages 6-12 summer issue. Each 

book was picked for the study analytically. The panda book contained bilingual text, so that the 

sibling pairs could opt for either language. The Pancakes for Breakfast book contained no text, 

so the children would have to purposely pick and produce language. The magazine was chosen 

because it represents a common reading material that may be encountered in the home but is not 

actually a book. During the play-based setting, the sibling pairs were using a create-your-own 

farm and gardening set. The garden set was added to be a toy that required assembly but was 

culturally appropriate. 

A questionnaire was adapted from the Alberta Language Environment Questionnaire 

(ALEQ, Paradis et al., 2010) and the Alberta Language Development Questionnaire (ALDeQ, 

Paradis et al., 2010) and administered by telephone to parents by a trained native Spanish-

speaking research assistant in order to obtain background information on the ELL sibling pairs. 

The independent variables for this study are the play-based and literacy-based contexts. The 

dependent variable were the lexical diversity outcomes, mean length of utterance (MLU), total 

words, and the proportion of utterances in English versus Spanish by pair across tasks.  

Two exemplar sibling pairs were chosen from various participants for this study. They 

were picked by the amount of content in their transcriptions. Video and audio samples were 

collected during this study and transcribed into Microsoft Word and then transferred over to the 

Systematic Analysis of Language Transcripts program (SALT, Miller & Iglesias, 2012). Lexical 

density was measured by dividing the number of content words by the total number of words. 
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Content words are the words in an utterance that carry meaning. Content words include nouns, 

main verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. Contrary to content words are function words. Function 

words are designed to be used as grammatical markers in an utterance and have little meaning. 

Function words include prepositions, pronouns, articles, conjunctions, and auxiliary verbs. 

Coders in each language were trained during a meeting on how to distinguish between content 

and function words. During transcription, coders counted content words for each utterance and 

coded them in the correct format for the SALT software to total them up. For example, if there 

were four content words in an utterance, the code appeared as follows: [4CW]. Because there 

was reliability and discussion between coders, the content words were measured as accurately as 

possible, though the Spanish transcribers had some difficulty distinguishing content words in 

Spanish. Coders independently coded the transcripts, then came together to discuss discrepancies 

and determined the number of content words. Inter-rater reliability was calculated and found to 

be at 98%.  Lexical density was measured by reporting the number of different words in a 

language sample, a measure that was automatically calculated in SALT. The SALT reference 

book states that, “Number of Different Words (NDW) is a direct index of vocabulary diversity. It 

is derived from the production of unique free morphemes (the part of the word that precedes the 

/). Only words located in the main body (excludes mazes) of the utterance are counted to 

calculate these measures” (p. 65). Spanish productivity was measured by dividing the number of 

Spanish utterances by the total number of utterances for each sample. Likewise, English 

productivity was measured by dividing the number of English utterances by the total number of 

utterances. From the SALT program, a Standard Measures Report (SMR) and Code Summary 

were created and used to describe syntactic complexity and oral fluency.  

RESULTS 
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 Descriptive statistics are reported on sibling dyads for lexical diversity levels across two 

conditions: literacy and play. With a sample size of two sibling pairs, there was not a large 

enough sample to run parametric tests for inferential statistics. 

I examined the children's language samples for the range of their oral language 

performance across play-based and literacy-based tasks. Specifically, I measured the lexical 

density and productivity of their oral language within each of the two sibling pairs, and across 

the two tasks (play vs. literacy task). Descriptive statistics for the dependent variables are 

reported in the table and charts below.  

The lexical density in literacy between sibling pairs was similar between the two siblings 

pairs (sibling pair 1 LD = 0.66, sibling pair 2 LD = 0.64). Spanish productivity for literacy in 

sibling pair 1 was 0.65 and sibling pair 2 was 0.59. English productivity for literacy in sibling 

pair 1 was 0.35 and sibling pair 2 was 0.41. A Spanish productivity level of 0.65 for a language 

sample is based off a percentage meaning that the sibling pair used Spanish for 65% of their 

utterance for that specific setting. 

The lexical density in play between sibling pairs was 0.66 for sibling pair 1 and 0.47 for 

sibling pair 2. Spanish productivity for play in sibling pair 1 was 0.13 and sibling pair 2 was 

0.02. English productivity for play in sibling pair 1 was 0.87 and sibling pair 2 was 0.98.  

 

 

Table 1. Descriptive values on dependent variables for sibling performance in the literacy 

setting. 

 
 

 

Sibling Pair   Lexical Density Spanish Productivity English Productivity 

1    0.66   0.65   0.35 
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2    0.64   0.59   0.41 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: A bar chart is provided to view the descriptive findings of the study between sibling 

pairs in the literacy setting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Descriptive values on dependent variables for sibling performance in the play setting. 

 
 

 

Sibling Pair   Lexical Density Spanish Productivity English Productivity 

1    0.66   0.13   0.87 
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2    0.47   0.02   0.98 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: A bar chart is provided to view the descriptive findings of the study between sibling 

pairs in the play setting.  
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The results show that the sibling pairs had slightly higher overall oral language 

performance in a literacy-based setting rather than a play-based setting. This finding could be 

related to the type (genre) of the stimulus that was presented in the literacy setting which might 

have provided a need for higher levels of language to be used. The type of book that was used is 

important to consider because it provides the topic and content for conversation and learning. In 

a past study, storybooks and expository books were compared to establish the likelihood of genre 

affecting talk after book-reading. Talk during book sharing was found to be influenced by the 

type of literature used (Price, Van Kleeck, & Huberty, 2009).  

Another noteworthy occurrence is that English productivity was significantly higher in 

both sibling pairs than their Spanish productivity in a play-based setting. In contrast, Spanish 

productivity was higher than English productivity in a literacy-based setting. Language 

preference and sibling modeling could play a role in this situation. Sibling modeling took place 

often during the transcriptions so it can be possible that the language preference of the oldest 

sibling plays a role in language used in different settings. Language preference is the language 

that the sibling uses the most and is the most comfortable with, which typically tends to be the 

L1. For example, in the literacy-based transcription of Sibling Pair 2, their language preference 

was English. Only two of the utterances out of the entire transcription were in Spanish. 

Unfortunately, the parents of the sibling pairs were unreachable in order to complete the adapted 

questionnaire in person or over the phone so the use of language as observed by the sibling’s 

parents remains undistinguished. In the future, I advise researchers using parent questionnaires to 

complete them before the study rather than an at-home survey. This way, all the background 

information is collected before beginning the majority of the study.  
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The background and socioeconomic status (SES) of each sibling pair and differences in 

age were limitations of the study. The sibling pairs may have differences in their home language 

environment which may cause one of the sibling pairs to have higher levels of oral language over 

the other. Proficiency in language varies widely in individuals who are bilingual. SES is a 

limitation of the study because the questionnaires were not completed by the parents of the 

sibling pairs therefore, there was a lack of information which limits the descriptive results of the 

study. It has been found that SES strongly influences the vocabulary size of an individual (Hart 

& Risley, 1995). Age is a limitation of the study because the ages of the sibling pairs were not 

equal. Although, each sibling differed in age by two years, sibling pair 2 might have had lower 

levels of language production because the age of the pair was lower overall compared to sibling 

pair 1. In the literature review of the study, there was a reference to sibling modeling and how 

that can cause older siblings to have better language skills than children who are younger than 

them. This is because older siblings have more interaction with their parents who speak with 

higher levels of language use than do their siblings (Nelson, 1981; Tomasello & Mannle, 1985). 

Also, although reliability between English and Spanish transcribers was established, there were 

still some discrepancies. One of the language samples was very difficult to hear; the sibling pair 

was timid in nature and spoke very quietly. This made the audio very hard to hear because the 

recording was on a phone and not on professional equipment. At one point in the audio, the 

clinician told them that they didn’t have to be shy and could speak up. The coders were all 

hearing different things during one part of the language sample. The discrepancies were settled 

by a third-party transcriber and the entire group coming to a consensus in the transcription. 

Additionally, the type of book each sibling pair decided to choose could have distorted the 
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lexical density and English or Spanish productivity of the pair. One book was in Spanish and 

English while the other two were English books. They all differed slightly in text complexity.  

I analyzed each sibling pair’s language samples in depth. However, caution is needed to 

not assume other children in the broader population would experience similar levels of lexical 

diversity and language productivity. Significantly more research needs to be completed to come 

to conclusions and be able to generalize results to a broader population of ELLs. Future research 

might be able to identify how children select the dominant language for different activities (play 

versus literacy). This will be a concern when ELLs have not foundations for literacy and 

vocabulary development to succeed in reading. It will be crucial to study because of the rise of 

widespread bilingualism in the school system. English was almost always used during the play-

based activity in this study. New research should be guided towards finding out what causes this 

interesting phenomenon. Parent-child interaction and daycare providers might play a role in 

English play-based activities.  
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Appendix A 

Sample Transcription  

 

 

S1 Goodnight Panda[2CW]. 

S1 When the sun goes down at the zoo (all all) and all the visitors go home[11CW].  

S1 the animals prepare to go to bed[5CW] 

S2 XXX. 

S1 Panda it’s <time to come get ready for bed called mama panda>[11CW] 

S2 <time to come get ready for bed called mama panda>[9CW]. 

S1 <Doesn’t want to go to bed so he could go to hide with the other black and white animals in 

the zoo>[15CW]. 

S2 <Doesn’t want to go to bed so he could go to hide with the other black and white animals in 

the zoo>[15CW]. 

S2 XXX. 

S2 XXX. 

S1 Panda realized[2CW]. 

S1 Panda realized that he can’t (ho*) hold his breath for so long[7CW]. 

S1 <He goes to look for some> place to run[7CW]. 

S2 <He goes to look for some>[4CW]. 

S2 XXX. 

S1 <Panda remembers that the zebras are also black and white>[6CW]. 

S2  <Panda remembers that the zebras are also black and white>[6CW]. 

S1 <Can I eat with you asked Panda>[4CW]. 

S2 <Can I eat with you asked Panda>[4CW]. 

S2 Bubbles[1CW]. 

S1 Mhm.  

S1 Big bubble[2CW]. 

S2 Pop[1CW]. 

S2 XXX. 

S1 Panda does not like the taste of grass[6CW]. 

S1 He prefers bamboo for his home[3CW]. 

S1 <Panda goes to his friends the penguins>[4CW]. 

S2 <Panda goes to his friends the penguins>[3CW]. 

S1 <Look at me>[1CW]. 

S2 <Look at me>[1CW]. 

S1 <I can stand on my two feet>[4CW]. 

S2 <I can stand on my two feet>[4CW]. 

S1 I want to be just like you says Panda[7CW]. 

S1 <But it is too cold>[5CW]. 

S2 <But it is too cold>[5CW]. 

S1 <Panda wants to find some place warm>[7CW]. 

S2 <Panda wants to find some place warm>[7CW]. 

S2 XXX. 
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S1 XXX. 

S1 Panda’s friend ostrich says he can hide putting his <head in the sand>[10CW]. 

S2 <head in the sand>[2CW]. 

S1 You should try it out says (or*) ostrich[5CW]. 

S1 <But it is too> dark with his head buried in the sand[7CW]. 

S2 <But it’s>[1CW]. 

S1 <All the exploring makes panda tired>[5CW].  

S2 <All the exploring makes panda tired>[5CW]. 

S1 <Where can I find a cozy place to rest asks Panda>[8CW].  

S2 <Where can I find a cozy place to rest asks Panda>[8CW]. 

S1 <Panda finds the perfect spot>[4CW]. 

S2 <Panda finds the perfect spot>[4CW]. 

S1 It isn’t too cold[3CW]. 

S1 It isn’t too wet[3CW]. 

S1 It’s too dark[3CW]. 

S1 And has his favorite food[3CW]. 

S1 Panda falls asleep[3CW]. 

S1 Mama has (even been) has been there the whole time[9CW]. 

S1 When she goes to kiss him goodnight she sees that he is already sleeping in his bed [11CW]. 

S1 <Goodnight Panda> [2CW]. 

S2 <Goodnight Panda> [2CW]. 

S2 Pancake[1CW]. 

S2 Pancakes for <breakfast> [2CW]. 

S1 <Breakfast>[1CW]. 

S2 Pancakes for breakfast [2CW].  

S2 Pancakes [1CW]. 

S1 XXX. 

S2 Pancakes[1CW]. 

S1 <2 cups flour> [3CW].  

S2 <2 cups flour> [3CW]. 

S1 2 <spoons> baking powder[3CW]. 

S2 <XX baking powder>[2CW]. 

S1 table butter melted[3CW]. 

S1 tablespoon sugar[2CW]. 

S1 teaspoon salt[2CW]. 

S1 Egg[1CW]. 

S1 Cup milk[2CW]. 

S2 <Milk>[1CW]. 

S1 Stir all dry ingredients into a bowl[5CW]. 

S1 Mix [1CW]. 

S1 (B*) beat eggs lightly [3CW]. 

S1 Pour eggs and milk into the XX flour mixed with XX [5CW]. 

S1 Beat on and on and on till batter should be lumpy [8CW]. 

S1 XXX.  

S1 Melted butter on the hot plate [5CW]. 

S2 Eggs [1CW]. 
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S2 Primero page [2CW]. 

S1 At first if you don’t succeed try try again [6CW]. 
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Appendix B  

Script for Data Collection Sessions: Literacy-Based Activities 

 

1. Say “We’re going to read! Vamos a leer!” 

2. Say: “Here are the books.  Let’s pick one. Aquí están los libros. Vamos a elegir uno.”   

(read book titles one by one.  Help children choose a book by consensus) 

3. Say “You picked <book title>. When you’re done, you can pick a new one. Ustedes van a 

leer <título>. Cuando terminen, pueden elegir otro libro.”  Move the pile of books over 

so that they can be reached, but are not in the way. 

4. Say: “Please stay together at the table.  I’ll be over here doing my work.  Remember to 

share! Por favor, quédense aquí en la mesa. Yo voy a trabajar aquí. Tienen que 

compartir el libro.” 

5. Set a timer for 10 minutes. 

6. If participants read all books before 10 minutes is completed, give this prompt: “You still 

have X minutes left. Todavía quedan X minutos para ver los libros.” 

7. When participants complete reading, say, “Good job, thanks for reading together. Buen 

trabajo, gracias por leer juntos.” 

 

Script for Data Collection Sessions: Play-Based Activities 

1. Say “You get to play! Van a jugar!” 

2. Say: “Here are the toys. Aquí están los juguetes.”   (remove toys from box, evenly 

distribute toys on the blanket) 

3. Say: “Please stay together on the blanket.  I’ll be over here doing my work.  Remember 

to share! Por favor, quédense aquí en la cobija. Yo voy a trabajar aquí. Tienen que 

compartir los juguetes.” 

4. Set a timer for 10 minutes. 

5. If participants want to finish playing before 10 minutes is completed, give this prompt: 

“You still have X minutes left to play. Todavía quedan X minutos para jugar.” 

6. When participants complete play, say, “Good job, thanks for playing together. Buen 

trabajo, gracias por jugar juntos.” 

 

 

 

Researcher should stay out of intervention as much as possible.  Can intervene for: 

- prevent harm to others 

- preventing destruction of property (eg. ripped books, thrown iPads) 

- help with navigation of device or reaching materials (choosing a new book for example) 

- responding to a bathroom request 

- preventing children from leaving the assigned area 

 

 


	The two sibling pairs were placed in a classroom setting with a researcher who recorded audio on an iPhone. The researcher was provided with a script to use during the data collection sessions. The script was short and concise; it consisted of direct ...

